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Abstract. The establishment of an agricultural product traceability system is of 

great significance to the supervision of agricultural product quality and safety. In 

response to the problems of complicated operation and low efficiency of existing 

agricultural product traceability methods, the agricultural product traceability 

method of blockchain + Dempster-Shafer(D-S) evidence theory is proposed. 

Through testing and analysis of accuracy and efficiency, the results show that 

accurate traceability can be achieved through the efforts of all parties in the mar-

ket environment and the role of the network; in terms of performance, the write 

throughput of the Blockchain + D-S evidence theory approach and using a clus-

tered traceability approach are almost identical; the highest query throughputs of 

the two approaches are 251bit/s and 164bit/s, respectively. The query throughput 

of the Blockchain + D-S evidence theory approach is higher, whereas the time 

delay of the data query of the Blockchain + D-S evidence theory approach is 

368ms, which is much lower than that of the query of using a clustered traceabil-

ity approach(1375.6ms). The research results have certain significance for the 

expansion of the blockchain traceability network and the collaborative develop-

ment of agricultural product traceability. 

Keywords: Blockchain; D-S Evidence Theory; Agricultural Product Traceabil-

ity; Accurate Traceability 

1 Introduction 

The rapid progress of Chinese society in recent years has brought about rapid economic 

development and great improvements in quality of life. However, at the same time, as 

the structural reform on the supply side of agriculture continues to deepen, the variety 

of agricultural products in China has become more abundant and diverse, and residents’ 

demand for agricultural products has shifted from the pursuit of quantity to the pursuit 

of quality. In particular, residents are more concerned about whether there are excessive 

pesticide and veterinary drug residues and illegally added toxic and harmful substances 
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in agricultural products. The process of agricultural products from cultivation to sale 

involves farmers, purchasing and processing enterprises, logistics companies, consum-

ers, and other links. The quality control and information traceability involved are par-

ticularly complex, and the credibility of quality and safety information needs to be fur-

ther improved[1]. 

China has invested many human and material resources into (a) managing the quality 

and safety of agricultural products, (b) continuously carrying out special rectification 

actions, and (c) improving the construction of a modernised governance system to mon-

itor the quality and safety of agricultural products, thus forming a positive cycle and a 

sustainable traceability ecology. China had also invested resources into providing 

timely and accurate warnings and preventing risks to the quality and safety of agricul-

tural products. In addition, the quality of each farmer's produce varies, making it diffi-

cult to effectively promote even high-quality products. At the same time, the quality of 

crops on the market varies due to legal constraints and insufficient supervision, and 

some enterprises and individuals are obsessed with maximising their profits, leading to 

numerous problems in the agricultural market and a lack of trust in the authenticity of 

agricultural products. In order to monitor the quality and safety of agricultural products 

in a more reasonable manner, it is important to build a set of efficient and accurate 

traceability network for agricultural products. 
Traceability is the process of tracing the origin of a transaction from downstream to 

upstream. Current traceability techniques fall into two main categories. One is tracea-

bility by product characteristics, which requires the use of special equipment and is 

very costly. For example, Wang[2] used stable isotope and DNA techniques on lamb to 

rapidly trace the origin of lamb, and Mamede[3] traced the origin of the seaweed Ulva 

spp. (commonly known as sea lettuce) to its origin by comparative analysis of three 

major elements and seven trace elements in the green seaweed Ulva spp. 

Vanderschueren[4] enableds the traceability of chocolate varieties and origins by com-

paring the concentration of elements such as cadmium and lead in chocolate. The other 

category is the use of Internet of Things(IoT) technology for traceability, but this re-

quires the installation of a series of sensors and electronic tags, which is a complex and 

costly process to implement. Jin[5] studied the traceability of agricultural products 

through the use of barcode recognition, whereas Ma[6] uses microbial spores designed 

as barcodes to trace the origin of products. Yan[7] and others used the federated chain 

model and Hyperledger blockchain platform to trace the origin of steel products; 

Wang[8] formed a chain that can be traced back to the origin of the product by means of 

a smart contract permanently recorded in a distributed ledger. The literature[9-11] pro-

vides traceability through RFID technology for food, electronics recycling, and elec-

tromechanical products, respectively. Scholars[12,13] have also built a traceability system 

for the quality and safety of pork and wine products through the use of QR codes. 

Traceability of agricultural products is a process of tracking agricultural products 

throughout their life cycle from cultivation to distribution. Compared to other product 

traceability methods, agricultural traceability can be divided into four categories, the 

first of which is traceability through near-infrared spectroscopy. This technique can 

identify the main constituent characteristics of almost all organic matter, and its detec-

tion is fast and does not damage the sample in any way. However, infrared spectroscopy 
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reflects the content and composition of organic components in food, which can be al-

tered by processes such as storage and processing, making the results different from the 

spectrum of the food's origin and thus producing errors. Similar to Cozzolino[14], Guo 
[15] determined the feasibility of near-infrared spectroscopy for origin traceability of 

cereals and sea cucumbers. The second category of agricultural traceability is tracea-

bility by means of stable isotopes. This method is safe, physically stable and less sus-

ceptible to external environmental influences, but it only partially differentiates the 

product and requires a high level of equipment. Like Zhao[16], Zhao [17]applied the 

method of stable isotope detection to the traceability of agricultural products by differ-

entiating the stable isotope composition in agricultural products. The third category is 

the traceability of agricultural products through mineral element fingerprinting. This 

technique focuses on finding mineral element indicators with significant direct geo-

graphical differences, and then screening these elements through a series of methods to 

identify the elements most conducive to traceability of origin. Chen[18] conducted a 

traceability study of the origin of wheat by this method. The fourth category of agricul-

tural traceability is the application of electronic nose technology to the traceability of 

agricultural products. Electronic nose technology has the advantages of simple opera-

tion and accurate traceability, but it is susceptible to environmental factors such as ex-

ternal temperature and humidity, as demonstrated in the literature.[19] These systems 

have achieved the basic needs of agricultural product traceability and solved the prob-

lems of traditional traceability systems to a certain extent, but all these methods require 

highly sophisticated equipment to achieve. Moreover, the cost required is costly, and 

because the testing results are easily affected by other factors, the traceability results 

have a certain degree of error. Therefore, it is of great significance to apply blockchain 

technology with characteristics such as decentralisation and tamper-proof to agricul-

tural product quality and safety traceability systems. 

Blockchain was proposed by Nakamoto.[20] There is no precise definition of block-

chain in the industry, but it is essentially a combination of two main logical mecha-

nisms: the hashing mechanism[21] and the consensus mechanism.[22] A blockchain can 

be thought of as a public ledger where all submitted transactions are stored in a list of 

blocks. This chain grows as new blocks are added.[23] In this way, each block is given 

the correct timestamp when it is added to the chain.[24] In the early days of blockchain, 

a consensus structure based on Proof of Work was used, which was highly scalable but 

had terrible performance[25]; this method is mainly implemented when using Bitcoin. 

Since then, a large number of new technologies have been innovated to make up for the 

shortcomings of the blockchain. Luu[26] et al. investigated the introduction of new dis-

tributed protocols that improve computational performance by linearly scaling the 

transaction rate based on the available mining computations. Li[27] achieved a huge 

breakthrough in storage efficiency as well as trust in the blockchain based on polyno-

mial-encoded sharding. In addition, blockchain is being used in an increasing number 

of areas. Chelladurai[28]developed a new automated system for healthcare electronic 

health records that allows for the seamless transfer of medical information from multi-

ple hospitals to patients in parallel. With the development of private chains, federated 

chains and hybrid blockchains[29], there will be more and more application scenarios 

for blockchains and people will not be able to live without blockchains. 
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Because blockchain uses distributed computing and storage, there is no centralized 

supervisory authority, and power is equally shared by all nodes on the chain, which has 

decentralised characteristics. Therefore, blockchain has great prospects for develop-

ment in the field of traceability, and relevant literature on the use of blockchain in the 

traceability of agricultural products has been discussed. Zheng[30] used mathematical 

modelling and simulation methods to study the decision to adopt blockchain traceability 

in agriculture and analyzed the optimal blockchain-based traceability strategy for mem-

bers of the agricultural supply chain under different scenarios to achieve an intrinsic fit 

between blockchain technology and agricultural quality and safety traceability. Yan[31] 

used the technology in the alliance in blockchain to achieve a decentralized and in-

depth traceability process by enterprises entering various types of data of agricultural 

products into the chain and then using the alliance chain to record the circulation data 

of agricultural products. This blockchain-based traceability system can effectively en-

sure the authenticity and non-tamperability of traceability data compared with the ordi-

nary verification and retrieval method using a database. These technologies can already 

be used to trace agricultural products with basic accuracy, but all of the above are char-

acterised by complex implementation and low efficiency. An efficient traceability sys-

tem can help enterprises shorten traceability time and save time costs, which is of great 

significance to the development of enterprises. Last, the development of blockchain 

technology provides a new technical means for efficient and fast traceability of agricul-

tural products. However, the use of blockchain technology for traceability comes with 

challenges, such as large amounts of data, complex processing and low traceability ef-

ficiency due to excessive blockchain storage space occupation. 

In response to the above problems, this paper attempts to design a method that is 

simple to operate and efficient to achieve the goals of authenticity, integrity, safety, and 

efficiency in the traceability process to ultimately reduce food safety risks. 

This paper differs from the above studies in that it innovatively uses blockchain tech-

nology in combination with Dempster-Shafer(D-S) evidence theory for traceability 

seeking. The main contributions are as follows: 

1. The design is based on blockchain technology to directly chain the agricultural data 

collected by IoT devices, which can solve the problem of inaccurate data due to the 

front-end production information of agricultural products being entered manually, 

and achieve the non-tamperability of traceability data. 

2. Using the D-S evidence-based approach, the data from the sensors are combined to 

calculate the level of confidence that a problem has arisen at each stage. This method 

effectively and quickly traces faulty produce to prevent its recirculation, thus ensur-

ing consumer safety; at the same time, it makes information about the entire chain 

of produce transparent, guaranteeing the safety of produce consumption. 

2 Problem Description and Assumptions 

This paper provides a complete description of the blockchain + D-S evidence theory 

approach to agricultural traceability by describing the process of solving a specific 
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example, thus providing a more graphic description of the blockchain + D-S evidence 

theory approach to agricultural traceability. 

2.1 Description of the Problem 

Suppose an agricultural product goes through the five stages from planting to purchase 

by consumers as shown in Figure 1. The farmer grows the product, a company comes 

to buy and process it after harvest, then it is stored in a warehouse and waits to be sent 

to distributors around the world. In this trading chain, every link is essential, and this 

article looks at how technicians can quickly trace the quality of a batch of produce when 

it becomes problematic? 

 

Fig. 1.Five links in the distribution of agricultural products 

There are many ways to trace agricultural products alone, such as using a mixture of 

rough set and decision tree algorithms, as well as researching classification algorithms 

such as support vector machines, neural networks, plain Bayes and Bayesian belief net-

works, and using different algorithms for different situations based on their respective 

strengths and weaknesses to ultimately mine the desired data. This process consumes a 

lot of time and money and is extremely complex to implement, whereas the blockchain 

+ D-S evidence theory approach allows for the identification of a problem at one point 

in the process and then the cleaning and processing of the data in this process, which 

can then be compared to the normal data to reach a conclusion. The problem is therefore 

transformed into one of identifying where a batch of produce has a quality problem. 

2.2 Assumptions 

In order to solve the above problem, it is necessary to document the various links in the 

flow of agricultural products. In this paper, according to the D-S theory of evidence, 

the setting of evidence sources is the key to solving the problem. Therefore, the sources 

of evidence need to be comprehensive and independent, and they should be set from 

multiple sources, such as identifying one relevant piece of evidence from each link and 

then identifying several sources of evidence from other places outside the link. This 

paper assumes that the sources of evidence are farmers and regulators. 

• Define The Hypothesis Space: 

The object under examination in this paper is the five links in the distribution of 

agricultural products and therefore defines the non-empty set 𝜃 = {𝑃1, 𝑃2, 𝑃3, 𝑃4, 𝑃5}. 

Every two of these elements are mutually exclusive. Thus the power of the non-empty 
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set "θ" has 25 elements, of which only a part is taken as the hypothesis space in this 

paper. 

1. Problems in the planting chain, 

2. Problems in the processing/acquisition chain, 

3. Problems in the storage chain, 

4. Problems in the logistics chain, 

5. Problems in the sales chain, 

6. Problems at every turn, and 

7. Empty sets. 

3 Constructing a D-S Theory of Evidence 

3.1 Determining BPA 

Basic probability assignment(BPA) refers to the process of calculating the underlying 

probability of each piece of evidence in theta. The BPA on the hypothesis space is a 

function m of  2𝜃 → [0,1], called the mass function, and the value of the mass function 

reflects the degree of confidence in the hypothesis. In contrast, the determination of the 

value of the mass function requires a combination of multiple data and influencing fac-

tors from each source of evidence. The basic probabilities of assignment for each hy-

pothesis space in this paper are shown in Table 1, of whichmF → mFarmer ,mG →
mRegulatory Department.  

Table 1. Basic allocation probabilities BPA 

Suppose mF mRD 

A 𝑎1 𝑎2 

B 𝑏1 𝑏2 

C 𝑐1 𝑐2 

D 𝑑1 𝑑2 

E 𝑒1 𝑒2 

F 𝑓1 𝑓2 

G 𝑔1 𝑔2 

𝑎1 + 𝑏1 + 𝑐1 + 𝑑1 + 𝑒1 + 𝑓1 + 𝑔1 = 𝑎2 + 𝑏2 + 𝑐2 + 𝑑2 + 𝑒2 + 𝑓2 + 𝑔2 = 1，

g
1
=g

2
=0。 

3.2 Calculate the Normalisation Constant K 

According to the formula: 

𝐾 = ∑ 𝑚1𝐵∩𝐶≠∅ (𝐵) ∙ 𝑚2(𝐶) = 1 − ∑ 𝑚1𝐵∩𝐶=∅ (𝐵) ∙ 𝑚2(𝐶) (1) 

K is the summation of the joint mass functions of the hypotheses whose intersection 

is not empty, and reflects the degree of conflict of evidence (i.e. the higher the value of 
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K, the greater the degree of conflict of evidence). According to the hypothesis space 

there are 16 hypotheses for which the intersection is not empty: 

Farmers assume "there are problems at the planting stage;" regulators assume "there 

are problems at the planting stage". 

1. Farmers assume "there are problems in processing/acquisition;" regulators assume 

"there are problems in processing/acquisition." 

2. Farmers assume "there are problems in the storage chain;" regulators assume "there 

are problems in the storage chain." 

3. Farmers assume "there are problems in logistics;" regulators assume "there are 

problems in logistics." 

4. Farmers assume "there are problems at the point of sale;" regulators assume "there 

are problems at the point of sale." 

5. Farmers assume "there are problems at every stage;" regulators assume "there are 

problems at every stage." 

6. Farmers assume "there are problems at the planting stage;" regulators assume "there 

are problem at every stage." 

7. Farmers assume "there are problems at the processing/buying stage;" regulators as-

sume "there are problems at every stage." 

8. Farmers assume that "there are problems in the storage chain;" regulators assume 

that "there are problems in every chain." 

9. Farmers assume "there are problems in the logistics chain;" regulators assume 

"there are problems in every chain." 

10. Farmers assume "there are problem at the point of sale;" regulators assume "there 

are problem at every point." 

11. Farmers assume "there are problems at every stage;" regulators assume "there are 

problems at the planting stage." 

12. Farmers assume "there are problems at every stage;" regulators assume "there are 

problems at the processing/buying stage." 

13. Farmers assume "there are problems at every stage;" regulators assume "there are 

problems in storage." 

14. Farmers assume "there are problems at every stage;" regulators assume "there are 

problems in logistics." 

15. Farmers assume "there are problems at every stage;" regulators assume "there are 

problems at the point of sale." 

In summary: 

𝐾 = 𝑚𝐹(𝐴) ⋅ 𝑚𝑅𝐷(𝐴) + 𝑚𝐹(𝐵) ⋅ 𝑚𝑅𝐷(𝐵) + 𝑚𝐹(𝐶) ⋅ 𝑚𝑅𝐷(𝐶) + 𝑚𝐹(𝐷) ⋅ 𝑚𝑅𝐷(𝐷) +
𝑚𝐹(𝐸) ⋅ 𝑚𝑅𝐷(𝐸) + 𝑚𝐹(𝐹) ⋅ 𝑚𝑅𝐷(𝐹) + 𝑚𝐹(𝐴) ⋅ 𝑚𝑅𝐷(𝐹) + 𝑚𝐹(𝐵) ⋅ 𝑚𝑅𝐷(𝐹) +
𝑚𝐹(𝐶) ⋅ 𝑚𝑅𝐷(𝐹) + 𝑚𝐹(𝐷) ⋅ 𝑚𝑅𝐷(𝐹) + 𝑚𝐹(𝐸) ⋅ 𝑚𝑅𝐷(𝐹) + 𝑚𝐹(𝐹) ⋅ 𝑚𝑅𝐷(𝐴) +
𝑚𝐹(𝐹) ⋅ 𝑚𝑅𝐷(𝐵) + 𝑚𝐹(𝐹) ⋅ 𝑚𝑅𝐷(𝐶) + 𝑚𝐹(𝐹) ⋅ 𝑚𝑅𝐷(𝐷) + 𝑚𝐹(𝐹) ⋅ 𝑚𝑅𝐷(𝐸)  

= 𝑎1𝑎2 + 𝑏1𝑏2 + 𝑐1𝑐2 + 𝑑1𝑑2 + 𝑒1𝑒2 + 𝑓1𝑓2 + 𝑎1𝑓2 + 𝑏1𝑓2 + 𝑐1𝑓2 + 𝑑1𝑓2 + 𝑒1𝑓2 +
𝑓1𝑎2 + 𝑓1𝑏2 + 𝑓1𝑐2 + 𝑓1𝑑2 + 𝑓1𝑒2  

= 𝑘  (2) 
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3.3 Calculate Joint mass 

The synthetic formula for the n mass functions is: 

𝑚1⨁𝑚2⨁ … ⨁𝑚𝑛(𝐴) =
1

𝐾
∑ 𝑚1(𝐴1)𝑚2(𝐴2)𝐴1∩𝐴2…∩𝐴𝑛=𝐴 … 𝑚𝑛(𝐴𝑛) (3) 

Equation (3) shows that the probability of the hypothesis A holding is the probability 

that all sets intersecting two by two intersect as A. There are two mass functions as-

sumed in this paper, so the formula is as follows: 

𝑚1⨁𝑚2(𝐴) =
1

𝐾
∑ 𝑚1(𝐴1)𝑚2(𝐴2)𝐴1∩𝐴2=𝐴  (4) 

Therefore 

𝑚1⨁𝑚2({𝐴}) =
1

𝐾
{[𝑚𝐹(𝐴) ⋅ 𝑚𝑅𝐷(𝐴)] + [𝑚𝐹(𝐴) ⋅ 𝑚𝑅𝐷(𝐹)] + [𝑚𝐹(𝐹) ⋅ 𝑚𝑅𝐷(𝐴)]}

=
1

𝑘
(𝑎1𝑎2 + 𝑎1𝑓2 + 𝑓1𝑎2) 

  (5) 

𝑚1⨁𝑚2({𝐵}) =
1

𝐾
{[𝑚𝐹(𝐵) ⋅ 𝑚𝑅𝐷(𝐵)] + [𝑚𝐹(𝐵) ⋅ 𝑚𝑅𝐷(𝐹)] + [𝑚𝐹(𝐹) ⋅

𝑚𝑅𝐷(𝐵)]} =
1

𝑘
(𝑏1𝑏2 + 𝑏1𝑓2 + 𝑓1𝑏2)   (6) 

𝑚1⨁𝑚2({𝐶}) =
1

𝐾
{[𝑚𝐹(𝐶) ⋅ 𝑚𝑅𝐷(𝐶)] + [𝑚𝐹(𝐶) ⋅ 𝑚𝑅𝐷(𝐹)] + [𝑚𝐹(𝐹) ⋅ 𝑚𝑅𝐷(𝐶)]}

=
1

𝑘
(𝑐1𝑐2 + 𝑐1𝑓2 + 𝑓1𝑐2) 

  (7) 

𝑚1⨁𝑚2({𝐷}) =
1

𝐾
{[𝑚𝐹(𝐷) ⋅ 𝑚𝑅𝐷(𝐷)] + [𝑚𝐹(𝐷) ⋅ 𝑚𝑅𝐷(𝐹)] + [𝑚𝐹(𝐹) ⋅ 𝑚𝑅𝐷(𝐷)]}

=
1

𝑘
(𝑑1𝑑2 + 𝑑1𝑓2 + 𝑓1𝑑2) 

   (8) 

𝑚1⨁𝑚2({𝐸}) =
1

𝐾
{[𝑚𝐹(𝐸) ⋅ 𝑚𝑅𝐷(𝐸)] + [𝑚𝐹(𝐸) ⋅ 𝑚𝑅𝐷(𝐹)] + [𝑚𝐹(𝐹) ⋅ 𝑚𝑅𝐷(𝐸)]}

=
1

𝑘
(𝑒1𝑒2 + 𝑒1𝑓2 + 𝑓1𝑒2) 

  (9) 

𝑚1⨁𝑚2({𝐹}) =
1

𝐾
𝑚𝐹(𝐹) ⋅ 𝑚𝑅𝐷(𝐹) =

1

𝑘
𝑓1𝑓2   (10) 

Calculating the confidence interval 

The confidence function indicates the degree of trust in hypothesis A being true, and 

the likelihood function indicates the degree of trust in hypothesis A being false. The 

relationship between the two functions is shown in Figure 2. 
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Fig. 2.Visual illustration of the relationship between the confidence function and the likelihood 

function 

The formula for the trust function is: 

𝐵𝑒𝑙(𝑖) = ∑ 𝑚(𝑗)𝑗⊆𝑖      (𝑖, 𝑗 ⊆ {𝐴, 𝐵, 𝐶, 𝐷, 𝐸, 𝐹, 𝐺})  (11) 

The formula for the likelihood function is: 

𝑃𝑙(𝑖) = ∑ 𝑚(𝑗)   (𝑖, 𝑗 ⊆ {𝐴, 𝐵, 𝐶, 𝐷, 𝐸, 𝐹, 𝐺})𝑗∩𝑖≠∅   (12) 

The trust function for A is: 

𝐵𝑒𝑙(𝐴) =
1

𝑘
(𝑎1𝑎2 + 𝑎1𝑓2 + 𝑓1𝑎2)   (13) 

The likelihood function of A is: 

𝑃𝑙(𝐴) =
1

𝑘
(𝑎1𝑎2 + 𝑎1𝑓2 + 𝑓1𝑎2 + 𝑓1𝑓2)  (14) 

The confidence interval for A is [
1

𝑘
(𝑎1𝑎2 + 𝑎1𝑓2 + 𝑓1𝑎2),

1

𝑘
(𝑎1𝑎2 + 𝑎1𝑓2 + 𝑓1𝑎2 +

𝑓1𝑓2) ; that is, hypothesis A is believed to be true with the confidence of 
1

𝑘
(𝑎1𝑎2 + 𝑎1𝑓2 + 𝑓1𝑎2), and hypothesis A is not believed to be true with a confidence 

of 1 −
1

𝑘
(𝑎1𝑎2 + 𝑎1𝑓2 + 𝑓1𝑎2 + 𝑓1𝑓2). 

4 Numerical Analysis 

Equation (13) shows that when a1and  a2 are the two largest numbers, the highest level 

of confidence is placed in hypothesis A, and the probability that there is a problem in 

the growing process is the highest. Similarly when b1 and b2  are the two largest 
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numbers, the highest level of confidence is placed in hypothesis B (i.e. the probability 

that there is a problem in the processing/acquisition process is the highest). However, 

when the two mass function values for the same hypothesis are not the maximum, it is 

not possible to determine which hypothesis is trusted the most based on the above, and 

thus, the values need to be substituted for analysis, as detailed in Table 2.  

Table 2. Basic allocation probabilities BPA with values 

Suppose 𝑚𝐹 𝑚𝑅𝐷 

A 0.15 0.5 

B 0.3 0.1 

C 0.15 0.1 

D 0.3 0.1 

E 0 0.15 

F 0.1 0.05 

G 0 0 

1. 𝐾 = 𝑎1𝑎2 + 𝑏1𝑏2 + 𝑐1𝑐2 + 𝑑1𝑑2 + 𝑒1𝑒2 + 𝑓1𝑓2 + 𝑎1𝑓2 + 𝑏1𝑓2 + 𝑐1𝑓2 + 𝑑1𝑓2 +
𝑒1𝑓2 + 𝑓1𝑎2 + 𝑓1𝑏2 + 𝑓1𝑐2 + 𝑓1𝑑2 + 𝑓1𝑒2 

= 0.15 × 0.5 + 0.3 × 0.1 + 0.15 × 0.1 + 0.3 × 0.1 + 0 × 0.15 + 0.1 × 0.05 +
0.15 × 0.05 + 0.3 × 0.05 + 0.15 × 0.05 + 0.3 × 0.05 + 0 × 0.05 + 0.1 × 0.5 +
0.1 × 0.1 + 0.1 × 0.1 + 0.1 × 0.1 + 0.1 × 0.15  

= 0.295 

2. 𝑚1⨁𝑚2({𝐴}) =
1

𝑘
(𝑎1𝑎2 + 𝑎1𝑓2 + 𝑓1𝑎2) =

1

0.295
× (0.075 + 0.0075 + 0.05) ≈

0.449 

𝑚1⨁𝑚2({𝐵}) =
1

𝑘
(𝑏1𝑏2 + 𝑏1𝑓2 + 𝑓1𝑏2) =

1

0.295
× (0.03 + 0.015 + 0.01)

≈ 0.186 

𝑚1⨁𝑚2({𝐶}) =
1

𝑘
(𝑐1𝑐2 + 𝑐1𝑓2 + 𝑓1𝑐2) =

1

0.295
× (0.015 + 0.0075 + 0.01)

≈ 0.11 

𝑚1⨁𝑚2({𝐷}) =
1

𝑘
(𝑑1𝑑2 + 𝑑1𝑓2 + 𝑓1𝑑2) =

1

0.295
× (0.03 + 0.015 + 0.01)

≈ 0.186 

𝑚1⨁𝑚2({𝐸}) =
1

𝑘
(𝑒1𝑒2 + 𝑒1𝑓2 + 𝑓1𝑒2) =

1

0.295
× 0 = 0 

𝑚1⨁𝑚2({𝐹}) =
1

𝑘
𝑓1𝑓2 =

1

0.295
× 0.1 × 0.05 ≈ 0.017 

3. 𝐵𝑒𝑙(𝐴) =
1

𝑘
(𝑎1𝑎2 + 𝑎1𝑓2 + 𝑓1𝑎2) =

1

0.295
× (0.075 + 0.0075 + 0.05) ≈ 0.449 

𝐵𝑒𝑙(𝐵) =
1

𝑘
(𝑏1𝑏2 + 𝑏1𝑓2 + 𝑓1𝑏2) =

1

0.295
× (0.03 + 0.015 + 0.01) ≈ 0.186 

𝐵𝑒𝑙(𝐶) =
1

𝑘
(𝑐1𝑐2 + 𝑐1𝑓2 + 𝑓1𝑐2) =

1

0.295
× (0.015 + 0.0075 + 0.01) ≈ 0.11 
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𝐵𝑒𝑙(𝐷) =
𝑘

(𝑑1𝑑2 + 𝑑1𝑓2 + 𝑓1𝑑2) =
0.295

× (0.03 + 0.015 + 0.01) ≈ 0.186 

𝐵𝑒𝑙(𝐸) =
1

𝑘
(𝑒1𝑒2 + 𝑒1𝑓2 + 𝑓1𝑒2) =

1

0.295
× 0 = 0 

𝐵𝑒𝑙(𝐹) =
1

𝑘
𝑓1𝑓2 =

1

0.295
× 0.1 × 0.05 ≈ 0.017 

In summary, it follows that 𝐵𝑒𝑙(𝐴) > 𝐵𝑒𝑙(𝐷) = 𝐵𝑒𝑙(𝐵) > 𝐵𝑒𝑙(𝐶). Therefore, the 

highest level of confidence is placed on hypothesis A, which states that the probability 

of a problem in the growing segment is the highest. It is evident from this analysis that 

the method using D-S evidence theory is feasible and effective in identifying the links 

where quality problems with produce occur. It is clear from the practical implications 

that the basic allocation probability table should be larger in scale; however, the calcu-

lation formula of this method has a regularity, and the basic allocation probability table 

is calculated through the same formula regardless of the scale. Therefore, the calcula-

tion efficiency will not change much, and the amount of calculation can be reduced 

through this method for traceability of agricultural products. 

4.1 Accuracy Analysis 

In the above solution method, the trust function can eventually be calculated accurately. 

The trust function affects the degree of trust in the hypothesis, so the size of the trust 

function value obtained from the solution depends on the size of the mass value deter-

mined by the evidence source. However there are many factors influencing the mass 

value, for example, the evidence source farmer does not want the planting session to be 

problematic, and thus deliberately determines the mass value of hypothesis A to be very 

small. Therefore, the following methods can be used to force the source of evidence to 

determine a more credible mass value. 

From equation (11), we know that Bel(i) satisfies 𝐵𝑒𝑙(𝑖) = ∑ 𝑚(𝑗)𝑗⊆𝑖 ，(𝑖, 𝑗 ⊆

{𝐴, 𝐵, 𝐶, 𝐷, 𝐸, 𝐹, 𝐺}), and that Bel(i) is an increasing function with respect to m(j). 

Therefore that a large value can be estimated for m(j) when the source of evidence does 

not disclose a sufficiently correct and credible m(j). For example, making 𝑚(𝑗) =
𝑘, (0 ≤ 𝑘 ≤ 1), where k converges infinitely to 1, results in a larger Bel(i) being found. 

Publishing such a large value of Bel(i) across the entire market for the distribution of 

agricultural products (i.e. assuming that i is essentially valid, and assuming that the 

segment corresponding to i is faulty) would affect the profits of firms in this segment, 

thus forcing the source of evidence for this segment to disclose a sufficiently credible 

m(j) to reduce its Bel(i) value. For example, mF(A)=0.15 example shown in Table 2, if 

the farmer a source of evidence does not correctly disclose mF(A) , it can make 

mF(A)=0.9. The increase in A is accompanied by a corresponding decrease in the value 

of the mass function for the other assumptions and the data recreated accordingly are 

shown in Table 3. 
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Table 3. Basic allocation probabilities for reallocation BPA 

Suppose 𝑚𝐹 𝑚𝑅𝐷 

A 0.9 0.5 

B 0.05 0.1 

C 0.0075 0.1 

D 0.04 0.1 

E 0 0.15 

F 0.0025 0.05 

G 0 0 

Final Calculated 𝐵𝑒𝑙(𝐴) =
1

𝑘
(𝑎1𝑎2 + 𝑎1𝑓2 + 𝑓1𝑎2) =

1

0.512125
× (0.45 + 0.045 +

0.00125) ≈ 0.969 

The increase in Bel(A) from 0.449 to 0.969 is significant, and the fact that Bel(A) is 

close to 1 makes it possible to determine that there is a problem in the growing chain. 

Specifically the downstream chain will refuse to accept the produce from this farmer, 

thus putting pressure on the farmer to disclose a credible mass function value in order 

to reduce Bel(A). 

If the value of a hypothetical mass function in the distribution of agricultural prod-

ucts is continuously increased, what will be the result? It is possible to obtain 0 ≤
𝑚(𝑗) ≤ 1,  𝐵𝑒𝑙(𝑖) = ∑ 𝑚(𝑗)𝑗⊆𝑖      (𝑖, 𝑗 ⊆ {𝐴, 𝐵, 𝐶, 𝐷, 𝐸, 𝐹, 𝐺}), so if all other players in 

the agricultural distribution chain take the minimum value of m(j), then m(j)=0. At this 

point the resulting Bel(i)=1. This demonstrates that accurate traceability is achieved 

and that it is possible to be completely certain that there is a problem at some point. 

Furthermore, it is possible to approach this goal through the efforts of all parties in the 

market environment and the role of the network, thus increasing the accuracy of trace-

ability of agricultural products. 

4.2 Comparative Performance Analysis 

In this paper, a comparative performance analysis will be conducted with one of the 

latest cluster-based agricultural traceability models based on blockchain technology to 

determine the efficient performance of this paper's approach. 

Test Environment.  

In this paper, an agricultural traceability network was established based on Fabric 

v1.4.1. The virtual machine was configured with a CentOS7 64-bit Linux system, 1024 

MB of RAM, SCSI type LSI Logic disks, and more than 200,000 traceability experi-

mental data from the Kiwi enterprise in Meixian County, Shaanxi. The testing tool was 

Hyperledger Caliper, and the testing parameters are shown in Table 4. 

Table 4. System test parameters 

Settings Value Description 

Number of channels 6 
Planting chain, processing chain, storage chain, 

logistics chain, sales chain, core chain 

Number of nodes 26 
4 nodes per chain, core chain includes authentica-

tion nodes and supervisory nodes 
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Block generation time 1s Time interval for generating blocks 

Block maximum bytes 50MB 
The maximum size of transaction data that can be 

contained in a block 

Maximum number of trans-

actions in a block 
10 

Maximum number of transactions that can be ac-

cepted in a block 

Number of transactions 100 Number of transactions per test round 

Throughput Analysis.  

We tested the throughput of both blockchain + D-S evidence theory and clustered 

produce traceability models when data were written is shown in Figure 3, and the 

throughput of both traceability methods when queried is shown in Figure 4. 

 

Fig. 3.Data write throughput 

 

Fig. 4.Data query throughput 

From Fig. 3, it can be seen that when the sending rate is from 50 to 100bit/s, the 

throughput of writing in both methods increases, and tends to level off after 100bit/s. 

The highest throughput of writing in the blockchain+D-S evidence theory method is 

553bit/s, and the highest throughput of writing in the clustered traceability method is 

552bit/s. The throughput of writing in both methods is almost the same; from Fig. 4, 

the query throughput of both traceability methods increases when the sending rate is 
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50-100bit/s, and tends to level off after 100bit/s, with the highest query throughput of 

251bit/s and 164bit/s for the two methods respectively. 

Both traceability methods require analysis and tracing of data from all chains when 

writing data, and the volume of data is extremely large, resulting in high load on a single 

machine and data writing failures and leading to low overall throughput. However, both 

traceability methods have the same writing method, resulting in the same throughput in 

data writing. The throughput of the blockchain + D-S evidence theory method is higher 

than that of the clustered traceability because the blockchain + D-S evidence theory 

method can trace back to a certain chain before making a single-chain data query, which 

requires only one smart contract call and greatly reduces the amount of data analysis. 

Conversely, whereas the clustered traceability method requires cross-chain queries and 

therefore needs to perform multiple smart contract invocations. 

Query Performance Analysis.  

In this paper, the query test was implemented through an external interface and 100 

times per round. The time delay of both blockchain + D-S evidence theory and clustered 

traceability approaches when querying data is shown in Figure 5. As shown in Figure 

5, the average time for querying using the blockchain + D-S evidence theory approach 

is 368ms, and the average time for querying using clustered traceability is 1375.6ms. 

 

Fig. 5.Average data query time 

The main reason for such a large difference in the average latency between the two 

traceability methods is that when using the blockchain + D-S evidence theory approach 

for querying, only one blockchain needs to be queried and can be queried directly, re-

sulting in low latency for data queries. In the clustered traceability approach, data from 

multiple blockchains needs to be queried and data queries need to cross chains, resulting 

in higher latency. 

Storage Performance Analysis.  

The storage performance of the D-S evidence theory approach can divide block 

chains into multiple chains according to the origin regions of agricultural products, 

thereby enhancing the traceability network storage capacity of agricultural products. 
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For example, by dividing the region of origin according to latitude and longitude, Chi-

na's kiwifruit production area can be divided into multiple production areas, with each 

region of origin maintaining a separate chain and each chain independently storing 

traceability data within the region of origin. The resulting analysis yields the storage 

performance of traceability based on the D-S evidence theory approach and clustered 

traceability, as shown in Figure 6, where the storage capacity consumption of the two 

approaches is almost the same under the same number of blocks. 

 

Fig. 6.Storage performance comparison chart 

5 Conclusions 

The traceability approach based on blockchain + D-S evidence theory proposed in this 

paper provides reference for the traceability of agricultural products, leading to the fol-

lowing conclusions: 

1. By using the technology of blockchain + D-S evidence theory to construct a new 

type of traceability method, the data of agricultural products collected through IoT 

+ blockchain technology is directly processed on the chain, and then the upstream 

and downstream enterprises of the industry chain up to consumers are connected by 

means of the public chain to achieve the whole industry chain tracking of product 

information. When a problem arises with a product, the blockchain + D-S evidence 

argument method is used to synthesise sensor data, determine the hypothesis space 

based on each link of the product from cultivation to sale, and establish a model for 

distribution to determine the level of trust for problems in each link. The application 

of this method in the production environment of agricultural products can achieve 

traceability at a lower cost, which is conducive to improving the quality of agricul-

tural products circulating in the market. Because of the blockchain's unforgeable and 

decentralised characteristics, it can naturally guarantee the authenticity rate of agri-

cultural products and can effectively reduce the management and supervision costs 

of market supervision departments for agricultural products. 

2. The traceability method based on blockchain + D-S evidence theory was tested and 

analysed for accuracy and efficiency. The results show that in terms of accuracy, the 

traceability results of the method may be less accurate at the initial stage of applica-

tion. However after reaching a certain application time and through the efforts of all 
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parties in the market environment and the role of the network, the probability value 

can be infinitely converged to a fixed value and accurate traceability can eventually 

be achieved. In terms of performance, the write throughput of the blockchain+D-S 

evidence theory approach and the clustered traceability approach are almost the 

same; the highest query throughput of the two approaches is 251bit/s and 164bit/s 

respectively, with the query throughput of the blockchain+D-S evidence theory ap-

proach being higher. The time delay of the blockchain+D-S evidence theory ap-

proach is 368ms, which is much lower than the 1375.6ms of the query using the 

clustered traceability approach. The storage performance of the two methods is al-

most the same. The method can effectively solve the problems of complicated oper-

ation and low efficiency of the traceability approach. The research results have cer-

tain significance for the expansion of blockchain traceability applications and the 

collaborative development of agricultural product traceability. 
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